Introduction
The present contribution lS concerned with the parabolic initial boundary problem u t -L(x,t;u) = d(x,t), (x,t) E (O,l)x(O,ro), o L. X L. 1, (1) u(x,O) = fex), u(O,t) = g-{t), u(1,t)
o~t.
where L is~linear or weakly nonlinear strongly elliptic differential operator which is more exactly defined below. For some other, more sophisticated A-convergent differehce approximations to parabolic problems we refer to Carasso [6] .
Estimations by fIleansof Eigenveetor Expansions
In this seetion we follow strietly the pattern of [7, 91.
Thus the presentation is allowed to be rather eoneised.
Here we study the initial boundary problem (1) with the differential equation 
The discrete boundary conditions are (6) n -n n + n
and as init~al conditions we choose
.where for [Utt]~the following quantity is to be inserted
). Thus, computing at first V O and V 1 by means of (7) then inserting the quantities (6) and (7) as far as possible in the equations (2) we can obtain the vectorsV n , n = 2,3,... , by an impli,cit difference approximation which is consistent of order two. Equivalently we may write the conditional equations (2) for the components v~of the vector V in matrix-vector notation ..
Here Sl is the block matrix As the coefficients of the differential equation (5) 
. ,T).
The right side H 1 of (8) contains only known quantities; the exact notation may be suppressed here. Instead the IV MxM-matrix T may be displayed in detail, since some facts on its eigenvalues and eigenvectors are needed below Here I denotes the identity matrix of dimension N-1 and * S1 is a matrix of the form (9) but with unities in place of the matrices I (see [7] Note that an estimation for K 3 (T) is given ln [9] .
Next we apply the Richtmyer-Mortön method to the problem (1) with the equation (5). Again we start with (7) and insert the quantities (6), (7) inthe conditional equations (3) . We follow the above considerations exactly and obtain again an inequality of the form (12):
where now the components of Vt,. are computed by (7) and (3). in [7J. But in the present caseit can be proved in a much simpli~er way using some of the ideas in [7] . For simplicity let 0 = 1/2Abt then 0~0~00 as Adenotes an arbitrary eigenvalue of T. Further assurne that
where Land R are block diagonal matrices with the identical
IV IV
submatrices Land R, and Sl is the matrix of equation (13) .
However, the eigenvalues of the matrix L Rare (see [7] ). In case cr = 1 we obtain the following Jordan In the case cr= 1 it suffices to show that 1(1 + ns~)-1Ioo has abound independent of N. This lS true since Mete., where CI. = CI. TI 2 -~/2 -E:~0 independent of T,~t, and~x. 
